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business success.   However strong religious hatred may be it
is engulfed in the great stream of patriotism."   Is it possible
that Monsieur Lockroy really found no unbaptiscd Jews while
he was in Berlin in the autumn of 1900? \X'hcn I was in
Berlin some years later there were still tens of thousands of
them.   I would set a question mark also, though a less
emphatic one than in the case of the optimistic remark about
the Berlin Jews, to the following observation:   "When
Germany had overthrown France and enriched herself with
our produce, she sought to justify her victory with the plea
that she deserved the role of leader.  In her people a national
spirit was gradually developing.   I refer to the fact that
certain ideas were becoming common to all parties, all classes
of society and all citizens,   The leading idea was: Germany
must become the greatest of the nations in everything, the
greatest nation in all spheres, military, maritime, scientific
and industrial.   This idea to-day haunts every brain, that of
the Socialist as much as that of the reactionary Agrarian, the
footman's as well as the Chancellor's* One comes across it in
historical treatises and in folk-songs, in the prospectuses of
business firms and in the balance-sheets presented by directors
to their shareholders.  The idea sways the whole feeling of the
nation and in itself explains the wonderful invigoration."
There is ardent conviction behind this. But is it, I asked
him that evening, quite accurate ? Was the German Socialist
also national to the point of Chauvinism ? Were the German
Boards of Directors all quite so whole-heartedly pan-German ?
Were the Germans all really as impatient as the pan-Germans
to become immediately the greatest nation in the military,
maritime, scientific and industrial spheres ? Sensible Germans
were more patient than Lockroy supposed. They indulged no
fancies that they would be to-morrow first in all things and
dictators of the world. Leading circles of G ermany in no way
belittled the three giant nations: Russia, England and
America, nor did they underrate the greatness of France.
Germany's hopes certainly rested on the sea. But Lockroy
did not appear to have discovered in Germany any ambition
to spread beyond her old continental boundaries. On this
head he differed from those of his fellow-countrymen who,
like Dechanel and many of his colleagues of the Revue des
Deux Mondes, had falsely represented the annexation of Austria

